VIII

a. Which is NOT a primary color?
   d. blue
   c. red
   b. yellow
   a. violet

b. Twelve main colors?

c. Color intensity chart
   d. color wheel
   c. color association chart
   b. spectrum

II. On the line before each question, write the letter of the best answer.

9. The lightness or darkness of color
   a. a color that contains white
   b. shade
   c. value
   d. tint

8. A color that contains black
   a. a color that contains black
   b. equal parts of two of the primary colors
   c. present
   d. mixture

7. Color formed by combining black and white
   a. color formed by combining black and white
   b. primary color and a color on either end of the color wheel
   c. secondary color
   d. tertiary color

6. A color that contains gray
   a. equal parts of two of the primary colors
   b. a small tint that is emphasized because it contrasts
   c. intensity
   d. hue

5. A color that contains gray
   a. equal parts of two of the primary colors
   b. a small tint that is emphasized because it contrasts
   c. intensity
   d. hue

4. The amount of color
   a. equal parts of two of the primary colors
   b. a small tint that is emphasized because it contrasts
   c. intensity
   d. hue

3. Color created from the mixing of other colors that cannot be created from the mixing of primary color
   a. equal parts of two of the primary colors
   b. a small tint that is emphasized because it contrasts
   c. intensity
   d. hue

2. A small tint that is emphasized because it contrasts
   a. value
   b. shade
   c. hue
   d. tint

1. A color's name
   a. equal parts of two of the primary colors
   b. a small tint that is emphasized because it contrasts
   c. intensity
   d. hue

TERMS

DEFINITIONS
20. Where should a person put an accent that would NOT call for a(
  a. Order
c. Larger
b. Shorter
d. Smaller
person appear

21. What warm colors, light values, and intense colors make a
  a. Secondary colors
c. Adjacent colors
b. Complementary colors
d. Color harmony

22. Which refers to colors directly opposite each other on
   a. Warm colors
c. Extreme light colors
b. Extreme dark colors
d. Medium values

23. Which item allows more combinations of garments?
   a. Horoscope sign
c. Friend's opinions
b. Hair, skin, and eye color
d. Clothing personality

24. What is the best way to decide on your best color?
   a. Wardrobe
c. Accent
b. Color association chart
d. Color plan

25. One way to combine colors successfully is by using:
   a. Neutral colors
c. Primary colors
b. Cool colors
d. Warm colors

26. Blue, green, and violet are called:
   a. Hues
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Colors

Label all colors

Primary colors

Secondary colors

Tertiary colors

Wheel of colors

Red

Green

Blue

Orange

Yellow